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El árbol de la ciencia (1911; The Tree of Knowledge), which tells the story of the education of the protagonist, a medical student; it depicts the shortcomings of those teaching medicine, the callousness of many doctors treating Spain's most vulnerable, and the abject poverty and filth in the village where she is born.

His first two books, a collection of short stories, Vidas sombrías (1900; Sombre Lives), and a novel, La casa de Aizgorri (1900; The House of the Aizgorri, 1958), clearly show the direction his later work would take. A confirmed rebel and nonconformist, Baroja wrote at length about vagabonds and people who reflected his own thinking; El árbol de la ciencia (1911; The Tree of Knowledge, 1928) is considered to be basically autobiographical. Wow The Tree of Rebels is a must read. I found this book emotional, gripping and beautiful in places. I enjoyed following Lissie and Ned into the unknown, as they discover a truth that changes their lives forever. I would highly recommend The Tree of Rebels if you like adventurous stories with great characters and wonderful descriptions and the scenes that will make you feel so many emotions. Read more. One person found this helpful. This is a fun way to reward kids for checking out library or classroom books that rarely see any action. Sure, Diary of a Wimpy Kid and every Marvel Superhero graphic novel never gets dusty on the shelf, but there are dozens of other amazing books that never get read! Reward the students that "they The United States of YA"! Funny pictures about The United States of YA. Oh, and cool pics about The United States of YA. Read "The Tree Of Rebels" by Chantelle Atkins available from Rakuten Kobo. 'There will always be those who say no, Lissie. There will always be those who do not believe what they are told. There ...Â There will always be those who rebel.' It's 2145. 13-year-old Lissie Turner lives in the peaceful community of Province 5. Everyone is provided for and everyone is grateful. Everyone obeys the rules. Lissie has never questioned her society until she falls into a daydream and wanders beyond the fence that keeps them safe. She finds an apple tree which changes her life and threatens to blow her world apart. Growing food has been forbidden since the last war ended 70 years ago. All food is raised under the Domes. With the discovery of the tree, Lissie finds herself breaking the rules.